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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, there has been a significant increase in social media content. This study 
focuses on sentiment analysis of Twitter data. This research has been done to improve the 
accuracy of the sentiment analysis varying from various machine learning models to deep 
neural network models. Deep learning has recently demonstrated enormous success in the 
field of sentiment classification.  

The traditional models implemented include Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes, Gradient Boost, 
Support vector machine and Random Forest and the deep learning models include CNN and 
RNN LSTM. A general-purpose deep learning ANN outperforms the traditional algorithms. The 
highest performance is achieved with the specialised LSTM deep learning classifier. 

The primary goal of this research is to highlight the capabilities of state-of-the-art deep 
learning architectures in building sentiment classifiers for Twitter data. 

Keywords: Logistic Regression, Naïve bayes, Gradient boost, Random Forest, Support vector 
machine, CNN and LSTM, RapidMiner tool. 
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CHAPTER1 – INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Business Problem 

Social media has become one of the fastest growing networks in the world and from past 20 

years it made a tremendous difference in individuals’ life. Moreover, this platform allows 

organisations and public to make informed decisions and advance the understanding of 

sharing information.  

Among all the social networking services twitter is one of the best microblogging websites 

which is mostly used by public which attracted millions of users across the world. There are 

206 million active twitter users across world-wide which provides the opportunity to users to 

connect people and share their opinions either it is positive or negative through tweets. This 

provides the advantage to both registered and unregistered users where registered user can 

tweet or retweet whereas unregistered user can just read the tweet cannot comment on it 

any further. 

Therefore, Twitter is one of the major sources to generate humongous amount of data 

through text and has profound the influence on several fields such as economy, politics, news, 

sports, predictions and health etc.  

Sentiment analysis is part of NLP (Natural language processing), through NLP the system can 

extract the sentiments of subjective text like words or tokens. To analyse the sentiments, 

traditional machine learning models and deep learning techniques like CNN (Convolution 

neural network) and LSTM (Long short-term memory) which is subpart of RNN are used.  

Recently, Deep learning has made significant advances in the field of sentiment analysis on 

twitter data. The model combines LSTM and CNN models to predict the sentiment of the 

tweets.  

It makes use of pre-trained word embeddings like Word2vec and Glove vector. These 

approaches can be taken to evaluate the model and improve the accuracy. All the models are 

tested on US airlines dataset that is chosen to compare the accuracy of each model. 

1.2 Research problem 

Sentiment analysis can be used to identify the critical issues in social media platforms like 

twitter and it focuses not only on polarity (positive, negative, or neutral), but also on feelings 

and emotions, as well as intentions. Through NLP the tweets generated by the user which are 

highly unstructured can be converted into structure data. In addition, several methodologies 

are compared in order to predict the sentiments of the twitter data streams.  

Research question: Comparison of traditional machine learning classifiers and deep learning 

techniques for sentiment analysis of twitter data. 

Aim: The research aims to compare the performance of traditional machine learning 

classifiers and deep learning techniques which can predict the sentiments of the data 

generated from twitter. 

Objective: Through social platforms like Twitter, the data is selected and cleaned to gain 

insights, to analyse and differentiate the sentiment polarity (positive, negative, or neutral). 



Sentiment analysis is often performed on textual data which is used to identify subjective 

information to help the business organisations to monitor the feedback provided by the users. 

Hypothesis: Based on the performance of the model's the accuracy is varied. 

1.3 Scope 

The scope of this project is to predict the sentiment from the text generated by the user 

through machine learning classifiers and deep learning techniques.  

1.4 Limitations 

While machine learning and deep learning techniques are getting better eventually, they still 

face the challenge in understanding the human sentiments. Depending on the size of the data 

the performance is measured. 

1.5 Dissertation Roadmap 

To create a strategic plan for implementing the dissertation project, the following roadmap is 

used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction This Chapter includes problem definitions, research question, aim and 

objective and the hypothesis to be tested 

Related Work This Chapter highlights the existing research for sentiment analysis of 

twitter through neural networks and traditional classifiers 

Methodology The CRISP-DM approach is used in this chapter to conduct the research, 

and each of the six phases of the methodology is tailored to this 

research. 

Data Analysis  This aim of this chapter is to compare the finding and the performance 

of each algorithm and finding the best fit for this research 

Discussions This chapter includes the interpretation of the algorithms results, 

discussion of the findings of the findings and answering the research 

question. 
Conclusion

  

This Chapter will summarise the finding of the research to come to a 

conclusion 



CHAPTER 2 – RELATED WORK 
 

The current research is done on Twitter data sentiment analysis to identify the best 

performance of the models used for both traditional machine learning algorithms and deep 

learning techniques. To understand better which model performed better research is done 

using previous papers and journals on sentiment analysis were referred. 

(Kasperiuniene, Briediene and Zydziunaite, 2019) Social media content analysis is an 

extensively used approach in which it is applicable for both quantitative and qualitative data. 

The qualitative analysis deals with subjective analysis where non-statistical data which is 

concerned (which includes opinions, impressions, etc of the public) whereas quantitative 

analysis refers to quantifying the data on objective analysis. Meanwhile, social media enables 

organizations to guide their users to make informed decisions. Identifying the gap that has 

been generated by the users and segregating the raw text data that is generated from them 

is done by using the grounded theory approach which is based on qualitative data. There are 

multiple approaches where we can analyse the content one among them in sentiment 

analysis. 

(Jayasanka, Sachira and Madhushani, 2013) Sentiment analysis is used to define the deeper 

context of social media which is done with the help of NLP (Natural language processing), 

which deals with the large volume of data extraction. The process of obtaining information 

about a consumer's perception of a product, service, or brand is known as sentiment analysis. 

Sentiment analysis deals with extracting the expressions automatically either it is positive, 

negative or neutral based on the text that they have generated which define the attitude of 

the individual. 

(Hu et al., 2018) This paper summarizes text sentiment analysis has received increasing 

attention throughout the social world. The sentiments of Chinese text are analysed based on 

their emotions, to identify the emotions they use sentiment dictionary to identify which kind 

of similar emotions.  Also, lexicon-based approaches are used and few machine learning and 

deep learning algorithms are used for ease of sentiment analysis. In recent years deep 

learning algorithms are often applied on Natural Language Processing and this paper gives 

the idea of further research of deep learning framework in the field of sentiment analysis.  

(Yadav and Vishwakarma, 2019) The main source of people to express their sentiments is 

social media, which results in infinite number of unstructured data. To gain business insights 

corporates needs to investigate sentiments. Hence, sentiments are analysed using deep 

learning methods for high performance. In this paper multiple language sentiments are taken 

from a dataset where deep learning models are used to turn those sentiments into a 

structural format. The main focus is to highlight the power of deep learning algorithms in the 

field of sentiment analysis.  

(Ochieng, Sidney and Loki, 2016) Sentiment analysis of short texts, such as single sentences 

and Twitter messages, is difficult due to the lack of contextual information. Effectively 



completing this task necessitates strategies that combine the small text content with prior 

knowledge and make greater use of prior knowledge. 

This survey covers experiments done as part of ongoing project from kenya. This study focuses 

on challenges of analyzing data on Facebook as compared to Twitter. Three established 

limitations; heterogeneous nature of news group; time series analysis and association of 

words, have been discussed. 

(Chandra and Jana, 2020) This paper explains the sentiments that are taken from the twitter 

data to classify the live tweet opinions to perform sentiment analysis using Machine learning 

models and deep learning as well and compare which model performs well in predicting the 

sentiments and give the highest accuracy.  

(Yadav et al., 2021) The researcher mainly focused on the huge amount of twitter data which 

is based on the product reviews, which gives the sentiments like positive, negative and 

neutral. This paper is in depth focused on complex emotions, by using supervised machine 

learning models like Naive bayes, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Gradient Boost and 

Random Forest and one among them provides the highest accuracy. By using the training and 

test data it is easy to classify the tweets and does not require any database of words so that 

there will the fastest performance of sentiment analysis. 

(Prabhakar et al., 2019) In the part, research on the airline industry, specifically by employing 

sentiment analysis based on aspect, is minimal. This research has made a significant 

contribution to customers' decision-making regarding airlines, as well as to bridging the gap 

between carriers and customers. This research greatly assists US airlines in identifying areas 

for improvement and easily comparing their performance to competitors in order to gain a 

competitive advantage in the market. There are flaws in this study as well. The model used in 

this study is only applicable to the English language. 

Because different languages will have different grammatical structures. As a result, this model 

will not work for other languages. Furthermore, it requires user input to add or change 

existing features. 

(O’Mahony et al., 2019) However, as said before deep learning has higher competency 

compared to traditional model that does not mean to say traditional model performance is 

less, it is just a comparison between models which has the higher rate of performance. This 

paper deeply investigates the hybrid methodologies used to tackle the problems. 

(Pawar et al., 2015) As diving deep down to this paper there are few neural language models 

which is used to predict the probability of the word sequence, which is a part of NLP and has 

more effectiveness. There are few features namely N-grams, unigrams and bigrams which 

helps in increasing the accuracy. Once the feature is extracted it is entitled as either a sparse 

vector (lot values with zero) or dense vector (vector as non-zero). In general, neural models 

has better performance compared to other classifiers. The comparison made among deep 

learning and traditional models proved that both the models have good performance rate 

with slight accuracy difference. All unwanted hashtags, symbols are removed from the data 

and extracts the useful information through unigrams and bigrams. 



(Vyas and Uma, 2018) Information can be obtained from the World Wide Web's overflowing 

content. There are numerous tools available these days for gaining insight from online 

content. After evaluating the tool in all areas discussed in this paper, a suitable intelligent tool 

for any organization and for a specific purpose can be obtained. The efficiency of the Rapid 

miner is identified in this paper by using it to deduce sentiments (positive/negative) from 

tweets. It distinguishes itself from other available tools due to its ease of use and portability. 

While analyzing sentiment from tweets, the researcher explored many features of Rapid 

miner. During training data validation, where SVM, Decision Tree, and Naive Bayes and 

discovered that SVM performs expertly. SVM achieves this with a training dataset of 450 

tweets. Though SVM is good model it cannot be used for large data sets. 

(B and Y, 2019) blogs for opinions, online portals for communication, experience as reviews, 

suggestions as opinions, combination of reviews and opinions as recommendations, ratings 

and feedbacks, which is identified and elevating in almost every field now-a-days. The authors 

of online portals, reviews, opinions, and recommendations in any social media take measures 

as a beneficial factor for the improvement of businesses, organizations, governments, and, 

most importantly, individuals. 

When the study of content is boosted by this content, the need for data mining, text mining 

techniques, and sentiment analysis is unavoidable. In sentiment analysis, natural language 

processing and text analysis techniques are used to recognize and extract information. This 

paper shows the sentiment comments about the contents in the online traders as a result of 

sentiment analysis using the intellectual tool Rapid Miner.  

(Chen and Zhang, 2018) Here, Conventional Neural Networks (CNNs) model combined with 

SVM for sentiment analysis. The evaluation shows that e-commerce has large amount of text 

data and the method that is proposed improves the accuracy of text sentiment classification 

compared with CNN and confirms the effectiveness of sentiment analysis based on CNNs and 

SVM. The pretrained word vector serves as the input, CNNs serves as the automatic feature 

learner, and SVM serves as the final text classifier. The text affective analysis model proposed 

in this paper, which is based on CNNs and SVM, can significantly improve text classification 

performance.  

(O'Shea and Nash, 2015) The researcher explains how a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

works mathematically. This note is self-contained, with the goal of making it understandable 

to beginners in the CNN field. The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has demonstrated 

exceptional performance in a wide range of computer vision and machine learning problems. 

Many solid papers on the subject have been published, and a number of high-quality open-

source CNN software packages have been made available. However, CNN is useful in a variety 

of applications, particularly image-related tasks. CNN applications include image 

classification, semantic image segmentation, object detection in images, and so on. This paper 

will concentrate on image classification (or categorization). Every image in image 

categorization has a major object that takes up a large portion of the image. 

Though CNN is highly used for image recognition now a days it is used in text mining to analyze 

the content and predict the accuracy.  



(Albawi, Mohammed and Al-Zawi, 2017) In this paper, researcher discuss the important issues 

related to Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and explain how each parameter affects 

network performance. The most important layer in CNN is the convolution layer, which 

consumes the majority of the network's time. Network performance is also affected by the 

number of levels in the network. However, as the number of levels increases, so does the 

time required to train and test the network. 

Today, CNN is regarded as a powerful machine learning tool for a variety of applications such 

as face detection, image recognition, video recognition, and voice recognition. 

(Gupta, Dhankar and Dabas, 2018) In this paper Informational indexes of expressions were 

investigated, and hypotheses were assigned to them. Weights were assigned to words based 

on their prevalence. These words were compared to phrases that changed the net estimation 

proportion, and a conclusion was reached as to whether a general tweet from Twitter has a 

positive or negative or neutral. Various techniques such as Naive Bayes, KNN, Maximum 

Entropy, and SVM are used in the paper. Which will help further to investigate on other 

ensemble models. 

(Heikal, Torki and El-Makky, 2018) The researcher presented the results of using a deep 

learning model to perform sentiment analysis on Arabic tweets in this paper. The model does 

not employ feature engineering or complex modules such as a sentiment treebank to extract 

special features. Only a pre-trained word vector representation is used in our model. Despite 

the complexity of the Arabic language and the simplicity of the system used, the model 

outperforms existing models in terms of F1-score and accuracy. 

In the future, this will consider using different CNN architectures and experimenting with 

different and more complex ensemble models to improve the results. In addition, 

investigation will be done using the distant training approach described in to train the word 

embeddings. 

(Fauzi, 2019) Word2Vec uses neural network model for association of words. This paper is 

focused on a product review that is based on Indonesian language. Comparison is done 

between Word2Vec performance with Bag of Words using TF and IDF, as small datasets are 

used to train the Word2Vec model. If there’s large dataset Word2Vec needs to learn large 

representations to place the word that is similar and closer to that position. Contrast to other 

models like Bag of words, Glove vector Word2Vec have low accuracy, this is the reason Glove 

vector has become popular. 

(Heikal, Torki and El-Makky, 2018) The segmentation using word embedding as a 

representational basis in this paper. As a result, this paper used well-known methods such as 

Wor2Vec, and Glove. The goal of this research is to determine which method is more effective 

for learning word vector representations that provide the semantic meaning of words in both 

English and Arabic. However, when compared to other methods, Word2Vec is the most 

complicated due to its various models (CBOW and Skip-Gram) and approximation algorithms 

as a result, the researcher investigated Word2Vec in depth by evaluating various 

combinations of these models and algorithms in the domain of topic segmentation. As a 

result, regardless of the language used, negative sampling is the most efficient algorithm. 



(Wang, Buccio and Melucci, 2019) As there is a need of embedding matrix which is used to 

represent the word in the form of vector that can be easily understood by the computer to 

predict the output. 

This paper shows many vectors space-based approaches for representing words, particularly 

word vector techniques, were introduced. In terms of the word vector, we discussed many 

variants that have been presented throughout history, as well as their limitations and trends. 

Because the effectiveness of word embedding is supported by research in many NLP and IR 

tasks, as well as by many benchmarks, it is worth further investigation. 

It is expected that in the future, word vectors will incorporate some external knowledge such 

as linguistic features or human common sense (similar to a knowledge base). Aside from these 

empirical efforts, some theoretical understanding, such as the interpretability of why it works 

and where it does not work, is also important in this field. 

(Mikolov et al., 2013) The quality of vector representations of words derived by various 

models on a variety of syntactic and semantic language tasks in this paper. As discovered that, 

when compared to popular neural network models, it is possible to train high-quality word 

vectors using very simple model architectures (both feedforward and recurrent). Because of 

the much lower computational complexity, very accurate high dimensional word vectors can 

be computed from a much larger data set. 

Using the Word2vec, it should be possible to train the CBOW and Skip-gram models on 

corpora with one trillion words, allowing for virtually infinite vocabulary size. This is orders of 

magnitude greater than the best previously published results for similar models. It is believed 

that extensive test set will aid the research community in improving existing techniques for 

estimating word vectors. We also anticipate that high-quality word vectors will play an 

important role in future NLP applications. 

(Pennington, Socher and Manning, 2014) Recent methods for learning vector space 

representations of words have been successful in capturing fine-grained semantic and 

syntactic regularities using vector arithmetic, but the source of these regularities has 

remained a mystery. The researcher examined and explicitly stated the model properties 

required for such regularities to emerge in word vectors. 

Glove is a new global log-bilinear regression model for unsupervised word representation 

learning that outperforms other models on word analogy, word similarity, and named entity 

recognition tasks. Glove vector achieves better results faster, and also obtains the best results 

irrespective of speed. The two main model families for learning word vectors are, global 

matrix factorization model, such as latent semantic and local context window methods, such 

as the skip-gram model.  

As Glove is the best model which is used for global representation of words and predicts the 

outcome spontaneously.  

(Kamyab, Liu and Adjeisah, 2021) The dataset used for this paper is regarding twitter data of 

Afghanistan which is analysed using twitter API and python language. Deep learning models, 

such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), and 



Transformer-based, have shown promising results for sentiment recognition in recent 

research. Nonetheless, CNN has the advantage of extracting high-level features via 

convolutional and max-pooling layers. However, it cannot learn a sequence of correlations 

efficiently. Simultaneously, Bidirectional RNN employs two RNN directions to improve the 

extraction of long-term dependencies. This paper proposes a novel attention-based model 

based on CNNs and LSTM. To begin, a pre-processor is used to improve data quality, and term 

frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) feature weighting and pre-trained Glove 

word embedding approaches are used to extract meaningful information from textual data, 

as Glove is used to count global word occurrence and gives the best result. 

Motivation for research question 

According to the literature review, the current research is done by comparing traditional 

models with deep learning models, based on the accuracy the performance is concluded. 

From all the research papers, there is a clear idea that many researchers have taken different 

machine learning models and deep learning models and applied it on the datasets chosen 

from web. The traditional models that are taken in this paper are Logistic regression, SVM 

(Support Vector Machine), Gradient Boost, Naïve bias, Random Forest and compared with 

Deep learning models like LSTM and CNN are used and under this we have used word2vec 

and Glove vector to check the performance. The dataset chosen in this research is twitter 

dataset where the prediction is done on positive, negative and neutral comments. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 3 - METHODOLOGY 
The research focuses on analysing the sentiments and opinions on the text data that is 

generated through twitter by the users. Despite the fact that there are several machine 

learning models that can perform sentiment analysis faster, there is still a need for 

implementation. By using the CRISP-DM (Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) 

methodology, there is a set of guidelines to assist in planning, organizing, and implementing 

the data and gives you the best results. The below figure the shows the phases of CRISP-DM 

methodology. 

 

Figure 3. 1 CRISP-DM METHODOLOGY 

The above diagram is demonstrated and constructed to show the dependencies between 

phases. The CRISP-DM approach is divided as follows: 

1. Business Understanding  

2. Data Understanding  

3. Data Preparation  

4. Modelling  

5. Evaluation  

6. Deployment. 

3.1 Business Understanding:  

The business understanding phase determines the objectives and requirements of the project 

from a business perspective and this perspective turns out to be a research problem to 

achieve the main goal. The aim of this research is to analyse the sentiments from the tweets 

generated by the user and predict whether it is positive, negative or neutral comments. NLP 



(Natural language processing) is used in this paper to extract the sentiments as sentiment 

analysis is the part of NLP, which is used for the prediction of the text generated by the user. 

To develop a better contextual understanding of the twitter content, there is need of using 

NLP since there are some syntactic representations used while generating the data. The 

objective of this research is to compare the traditional machine learning models and deep 

learning models to find which model generates the highest accuracy. 

This study aims to answer the research question “Comparison between traditional machine 

learning models and deep learning model. 

3.2 Data Understanding: 

To accomplish the project goals data understanding helps to identify, collect and analyse the 

data for data preparation. The dataset chosen is a US airlines twitter dataset which is taken 

to examine the number of records of twitter data and analyse the purpose of it.  The airlines 

sentiment dataset is taken from the Kaggle website where it contains the detailed information 

of the travellers of US airlines on that particular day and tweets generated by the users 

depending on their travelling experience in the airlines. 

Dataset: https://www.kaggle.com/crowdflower/twitter 

The below table specifies the name of the fields in the dataset that contain useful information 

to find the accurate results: 

Column Name Description 
Tweet_id Unique Id of the user 

Airline’s sentiment Sentiments like positive, negative and 
neutral 

Airlines  Name of the airlines 

Retweet_count Counts of tweets that are retweeted 
text Comments that are given by the user 

Tweet_created New tweets that are created 

Tweet_location From which location the tweets are 
generated 

 

Table 3. 1 Name of the fields and description 

3.3 Data Preparation:  

Data preparation is also known as data mugging, where it involves extracting the information 

from raw data which is used to gain the business insights precisely through the behaviour of 

the customer. This phase includes selection of attributes to transforming data and data 

cleaning, once the dataset is selected there is necessity to remove all the null values and 

outliers in the dataset either it could be deleting and sampling of data using valid approaches. 

The airlines data is pre-processed and cleaned using python and arranged in the specific 

format.  

https://www.kaggle.com/crowdflower/twitter


 

Figure 3. 2  Data pre-processing diagram 

 

3.3.1 Formatting the data 

• Remove Mention (Hashtags): By using regular expression which is a package in python 

all the hashtags are extracted from the tweets which is highly unstructured text 

content that will be replaced with blank values. 

• Lower case: All the data that is generated from the twitter contains both upper case 

and lower case but to maintain the flow of consistency in NLP all the tweets are 

converted into lower case.  

• Remove Https: The dataset looks like web scripting as it is taken from the website it 

might contain tags like http and https so to deal with it the blank values are replaced. 

• Remove punctuations: Using Natural language tool kit (NLTK) all the punctuations are 

removed from the tweets. 

• Categorical values: To convert the positive, negative, and neutral comments which is 

the form of text data is converted into numerical values in the form of arrays. 

3.3.2 Tokenization 

Essentially, raw text data is partitioned into words or sentences. Before being converted into a 

vector, the text is converted into tokens. It is also simpler to remove unnecessary tokens. For 

instance, dividing a document into paragraphs or sentences into words. 

3.3.3 TF and IDF 

Term Frequency (TF) Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) reflects the importance of a word in 

a collection or corpus to a document. This technique is frequently used as a weighing factor 

in information retrieval and text mining. 



The term TF – IDF is composed of:  

tfidfi,j = tfi, j. idfi 

Term Frequency (TF): The total number of words in a document divided by the number of 

times a word appears in that document. 

Tfi, j = 
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑖 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑗

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑗
 

Inverse Document Frequency (IDF): The logarithm of the total number of documents in the 

corpus divided by the number of documents containing the specific term. As a result, the TF-

IDF value rises as the frequency of occurrence of a word in a document (TF) rises. However, 

this is balanced by the number of times the word appears in the entire corpus of documents 

(IDF). 

Idfi =log (
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑖 𝑖𝑛 𝑖𝑡
) 

 

3.4 Modeling:   

The modelling phase consists of evaluating the models to ensure that they meet the needs of 

the business, as well as refining and preparing the model for deployment. In total this 

research implements machine learning classifiers and deep learning model. Rapid miner tool 

is used to check the best models that Before implementing all these models  

3.4.1 RapidMiner 

RapidMiner is a fully integrated enterprise artificial intelligence framework that provides AI 

solutions that benefit businesses. It’s a data science software platform that’s used for data 

extraction, data mining, deep learning, machine learning, and predictive analytics. 

RapidMiner can perform all major machine learning processes such as data preparation, 

model validation, visualization of results, and optimization. 

RapidMiner Auto model: RapidMiner Studio Auto Model is a more advanced version of the 

software that automates creating and validating data models. Auto Model can primarily solve 

three problems: prediction, clustering, and outliers. 

Prediction can help with classification and regression problems. The auto model evaluates 

data, suggests relevant models for problem-solving, and compares the results of these models 

once the calculations are completed. Auto Model not only aids in generating accurate results, 

but it also aids in the analysis of results generated by deep learning models, the internal logic 

of which is difficult to comprehend. 

The below auto model diagram shows the comparison between traditional classifiers and 

deep learning approaches which can be used for the further approach. 

 



 

Figure 3. 3 Auto model for comparison of traditional and deep learning 

 

Models  Accuracy Classification 
Error 

Precision Sensitivity Specificity Recall F 
Measure 

Naïve Bayes 0.667548 0.3 0.6 0.9 0.4 0.9 0.7 

Generalized 
Linear 
Model 

0.770777 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 

Fast Large 
Margin 

0.746916 0.3 0.9 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.7 

Deep 
Learning 

0.773198 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 

Decision 
Tree 

0.5 0.5 
 

0.0 1.0 0.0 
 

Random 
Forest 

0.759404 0.2 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 

Gradient 
Boosted 
Trees 

0.768157 0.2 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 

Support 
Vector 
Machine 

0.795955 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 

 

Table 3. 2 Auto model results 

The models are selected based on the accuracy and the performance. 

 



3.4.2 Traditional Models 

Logistic regression: Logistic regression is a supervised machine learning model which is used 

to predict the target variable probability. There will be only two possible outcomes in the 

target variable and its nature will be in binary terms either 0 or 1. It is used in various 

classification problems such as predicting the sentiments. 

SVM (Support Vector Machine): SVM is primarily used for classification problems in Machine 

learning. The SVM algorithm’s goal is to find the best decision boundary for n-dimensional 

categorical space so that new data points can easily be place in the correct category in the 

future. 

Naïve Bayes: The Naive Bayes algorithm is a supervised learning algorithm that solves 

classification problems and is based on the Bayes theorem. It includes high dimensional 

dataset which is used in text classification. For building the fast machine learning models naïve 

bayes classifier is one of the most effective and simplest classification algorithms that is used 

to make quick prediction. It is called the probabilistic classifier since it is used to predict the 

value based on the object’s probability. Naïve bayes is used in spam filtering and sentiment 

analysis and so many other. 

Gradient Boost: One of the most powerful algorithms in machine learning is Gradient boost 

algorithm which is applied to classification and regression problems. It predicts advanced 

models by combining various weak predictors This model is used to minimize the error in the 

bias model. Gradient boost is used to predict both continuous target variable and categorical 

target variable. 

Random Forest: Random Forest can be thought of as a group of trees that work together to 

form an ensemble model. This classifier constructs a large number of decision trees and uses 

a majority vote to determine the final prediction. This is more effective than decision trees 

because the decision trees work as a group to overcome each other’s errors. In random forest, 

each tree is trained using different chunks of data as well as feature bagging. As a result, the 

trees are unrelated to one another. 

3.4.3 Deep Learning Model 

Deep learning is also a machine learning technique which intend to perform classification 

tasks directly from text, images, speech. Most of the deep learning models use neural network 

architectures, deep learning models are frequently referred to as deep neural networks. The 

deep learning model refers to the number of hidden layers in the neural network as deep 

learning more hidden networks in it. It is trained using the large labelled data which does not 

require any manual feature extraction. 

 

LSTM: LSTM (Long short-term memory) is one of the commonly used deep learning approach 

as LSTM is the sub part of RNN. LSTM is well fitted for classifying, processing and predicting 

the data. It is widely used in different tasks like speech recognition, text classification and 



sentiment analysis. In this research paper LSTM is used for classifying the tweets from the 

twitter.  

The long short-term memory block is a complex unit that includes weighted inputs, activation 

functions, inputs from previous blocks, and eventual outputs. 

Because the program uses a structure based on short-term memory processes to create 

longer-term memory, the unit is known as a long short-term memory block. These systems 

are frequently used in natural language processing, for example. The recurrent neural 

network uses long short-term memory blocks to evaluate a specific word or phoneme in the 

context of others in a string, where memory can be useful in sorting and categorizing these 

types of inputs. In general, LSTM is a well-known and widely used concept in pioneering 

recurrent neural networks. 

The below diagram the shows the architecture of LSTM: 

 

Figure 3. 4 LSTM Architecture 

CNN: CNN is supervised learning algorithm which is used to train a multilayer network 

structure. It reduces the number of parameters to improve training performance by using 

spatial relative relations. It is based on multi-layer convolution. Each input neuron in a 

traditional feedforward neural network corresponds to the next layer of output neurons 

connected to the next layer, which is known as the full connection layer. To build the model, 

the convolution neural network employs a series of convolution layers, a pool layer, and a 

fully connected output layer. To begin, CNN compute the convolution of the input and output 

layers, which is equivalent to the local connection. 

One output neuron is connected to each local input area. Then, CNNs apply a different filter 

to each layer, learns the weight of the filter automatically based on the tasks that need to be 

done, drops the sampling by pooling layer to summarize the results, and builds a multilayer 

network layer processing mechanism to mimic human brain perception of visual signals, in 

order to realize automatic extraction and recognition of visual signals. 



With the success of the convolution neural network in computer vision, researchers have 

begun to apply it to other fields and applied the concept of CNN to text classification and 

developed a CNN-based text classification model. Many results show that the CNN-based text 

classification method outperforms the best method available at the time. 

Below diagram shows the architecture of CNN: 

 

Figure 3. 5 CNN Architecture 

As this paper uses both LSTM and CNN models, the research should be shown that which 

model is good to deal with so embedding matrix is used as it deals with dimensionality vector 

where text can be converted into the vector format. 

Embedding Matrix: Where high dimensional vectors are converted into low dimensional 

space. Basically, embedding matrix is used in Machine learning to make it more efficient and 

faster. There are two embedding matrix which are used in this paper: 

Word2Vec: Usually, one hot encoding is used which is used to express the word in long vector, 

the dimensionality of the vector will be indexed either 0 or 1. But there is the chance of 

mismatching of dimensions so Word2vec came into the picture. 

It uses two variants: 

1. Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW):  The model used to predict the middle word based 

on the word of context. The context is made up of few words that come before and 

after the current word. The architecture is called as bag of words model where the 

order of words is unimportant. 

2. Continuous Skip-gram: Continuous Skip-gram Model predicts words in a specific range 

before and after the current word in the same sentence. 



 

Figure 3. 6 Word2vec representation 

Glove Vector: The main purpose of Glove vector is to capture the meaning of a word by 

embedding it in the overall structure of the data and then define the relationship between 

them using global statistics. This is accomplished by mapping words into a meaningful space 

in which the distance between words is proportional to their semantic similarity. 

3.5 Evaluation:  

In this section, we prioritize evaluating classifiers in order to select the most likely classifier to 

use in the project Sentiment Analysis for Twitter data. This evaluation is an effective tool for 

guiding us in making improvements to the chosen model as well. We needed a large labelled 

text corpus to evaluate this comparison among the models. Because it was able to locate a 

large corpus, it trained the classifiers on a large set of training data and tested them on an 

increasing amount of test data. Prior to stating the evaluation results of the classifiers, the 

evaluation results of feature extraction methods must be presented because they are the 

major factor influencing the accuracy of the classifiers.  

Confusion matrix: The confusion matrix is a N x N matrix used to evaluate the performance 

of a classification model, where N is the number of target classes. The matrix compares the 

actual target values to those predicted by the machine learning model. This provides us with 

a comprehensive picture of how well our classification model is performing and what types 

of errors it is making. 

The matrix is described as: 

The target variable has two values: Positive or Negative 

The actual values of the target variable are represented in columns 

The predicted values of the target variable are represented in rows. 

 

 



ACTUAL POSITIVE NEGATIVE NEUTRAL 

POSITIVE TRUE POSITIVE FALSE NEGATIVE FALSE NEUTRAL 

NEGATIVE FALSE POSITIVE 1 TRUE NEGATIVE 1 FALSE NEUTRAL 1 

NEUTRAL FALSE POSITIVE 2 FALSE NEGATIVE 2 TRUE NEUTRAL 2 

 

Table 3. 3 Confusion matrix 

The accuracy of each model is compared based on the individual performance. It is defined 

as the proportion of correct predictions to the total number of outcomes. The formula can be 

expressed as follows: 

Accuracy: The percentage of correct predictions for the test data is defined as accuracy. It is 

simple to calculate by dividing the number of correct predictions by the total number of 

predictions. 

Accuracy =  
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
 

Precision: Precision is defined as the proportion of correctly predicted positive observations 

to all predicted positive observations. 

Precision =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
 

Recall: The ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to all observations in the actual 

class is defined as recall. 

Recall = 
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
 

F1 Score: The F1 Score is calculated as the weighted average of Precision and Recall. If there’s 

a need to strike a balance between precision and recall and there is an uneven class 

distribution, the F1 Score may be a better metric to use (large number of Actual Negatives). 

F1 Score = 2x 
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑋 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙+𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
 

 

3.6 Deployment: 

Deployment is the final phase of CRISP-DM, it is used to predict the new data that is 

generated. As this paper uses both traditional machine learning models and deep learning 

approach (LSTM). The best model is selected for deployment to perform the predictions on 

the twitter data. As this process requires fastest execution time and highest accuracy rate 

LSTM (Long Short-Term memory) approach is selected since LSTM deals with massive amount 

of data and it gives the output appropriately. 



CHAPTER 4 – DATA ANALYSIS 
Exploratory data analysis is a method of analysing data sets in order to summarize their main 

characteristics, frequently using visual methods. The primary goal of EDA is to see what the 

data can tell us beyond the formal modelling or hypothesis testing task.  

Data visualization is used in EDA to draw meaningful patterns and insights. It also entails 

preparing data sets for analysis by removing data irregularities. Depending on the output of 

EDA companies make decisions in their business. If EDA is done properly in order to build 

machine learning model it improves the effectiveness to proceed further. 

Total number of sentiments generated from tweets:  

 

Figure 4. 1 Total number of sentiments generated from tweets 

The above bar graph shows the Airlines sentiments that are generated through tweets, the 

sentiments are positive, negative and neutral. As the graph show the clear view that there 

are approximately nine thousand negative comments generated from the users which tells 

that there is a bad experiences faced by the travellers. Whereas, three thousand neutral 

comments are generated and least positive comments are tweeted by the users. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Total number of tweets generated on individual airlines:  

 

 

Figure 4. 2 Total number of tweets generated on individual airlines 

 

The bar graph reveals the tweets generated on individual airlines from US from the users 

travelling through that particular airline. The highest tweets are generated from the users 

who travelled through United airways and representing it in from of descending order next 

comes US airways, American airways, Southwest airways, Delta airways and Virgin America. 

All the tweets generated from each airway can be positive, negative or neutral. 

Negative tweets generated from users about the Airways: 

 

Figure 4. 3 Negative tweets generated from users about the Airways 



 

The graph shows the most commonly used negative words that are tweeted about the 

airways. Each negative comment in the graph is represented with different colour. The 

negative word used are Customer service issue, late flight, can’t talk, cancelled flight, lost 

luggage, bad flight, flight booking problems, flight attendant complaints, long line, damaged 

luggage. 

Individual airlines sentiments: 

 

 

Figure 4. 4 Individual airlines sentiments 

 

The above graph represents the sentiments of the users on individual airlines and what type 

of sentiments are tweeted mostly. For Virgin America negative comments are high compared 

to neutral and positive, in United airways as well negative comments are high, Southwest 

airways has also a greater number of negative comments, Delta, US airways and American 

airways has also highest negative comments. 

 



Word cloud of Positive sentiments:  

 

Figure 4. 5 Positive sentiments from word cloud 

 

The above word cloud represents the positive comments used in the airways and it has almost 

three hundred words in it. Depending on the frequency of the word the size of the words is 

shown accordingly i.e., if the word is used a greater number of times, it is projected huge. 

Word cloud of neutral sentiments: 

 

Figure 4. 6 Neutral sentiments from word cloud 

 

The above word cloud represents the neutral comments used in the airways and it has almost 

three hundred words in it. Depending on the frequency of the word the size of the words is 



shown accordingly i.e., if the word is used a greater number of times, then the size of the 

word is shown massive. 

Word cloud of negative comments:  

 

Figure 4. 7 Negative sentiments from word cloud 

 

The above word cloud represents the negative comments used in the airways and it has 

almost three hundred words in it. Depending on the frequency of the word the size of the 

words is shown accordingly i.e., if the word is used a greater number of times, then the size 

of the word is shown humongous. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 5 – RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 Results 

The below are the results that are generated for traditional machine learning classifiers and 

deep learning techniques. 

Traditional models: 

Logistic Regression 

Recommendations Precision  Recall F1-Score Support 

Positive predictions  0.68 0.99 0.80 924 

Negative predictions  0.84 0.28 0.42 238 

Neutral prediction 0.64 0.06 0.11 302 

Weighted Average 0.69 0.68 0.60 1464 

 

Table 5. 1 Logistic Regression result 

Accuracy: 0.68 

Confusion matrix: 

 

Figure 5. 1 Confusion matrix of Logistic regression 

 

The research has been done using the Logistic regression model, the rate of accuracy for this 
model is 68% which is an average performance of the model. As the Precision score is high in 
negative prediction compared to positive and neutral whereas for F1 and recall the prediction 
is high for positive as compared to negative and neutral. 



From the above confusion matrix table, it is shown clearly that out of 1464 records 924 are 
positive 238 records are negative 302 records are neutral and all these are actual values. 
The logistic regression model predicted 1357 true values for positive, 79 for negative, and 28 
for neutral. 
 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

 

Recommendations Precision  Recall F1-Score Support 

Positive predictions  0.84 0.89 0.86 924 

Negative predictions  0.71 0.66 0.68 238 

Neutral prediction 0.58 0.50 0.54 302 

Weighted Average 0.76 0.77 0.77 1464 

 

Table 5. 2 SVM result 

Accuracy: 0.77 

 

Confusion matrix: 

 

Figure 5. 2 Confusion matrix of SVM 

 

For Support vector machine the accuracy rate is 77% which is the best accuracy that have 

been achieved compared to all traditional models used. The precision, Recall and F1 score 

scores are high for positive prediction compared to negative and neutral. 



The confusion matrix table for Support vector machine states that among 1464 records 924 
are positive 238 records are negative 302 records are neutral and all these are actual values. 
The support vector machine model predicted 986 true values for positive, 221 for negative, 

and 257 for neutral. 

Naïve Bayes 

Recommendations Precision  Recall F1-Score Support 

Positive predictions  0.68 1.00 0.81 924 

Negative predictions  0.93 0.23 0.37 238 

Neutral prediction 0.83 0.15 0.25 302 

Weighted Average 0.75 0.70 0.62 1464 

 

Table 5. 3 Naïve Bayes result 

Accuracy: 0.69 
 
Confusion matrix: 

 
Figure 5. 3 Confusion matrix of Naïve bayes 

 
For Naïve Bayes the accuracy rate is 69% which is the average performance of the model. As 
the Precision score is high in negative prediction compared to positive and neutral whereas 
for F1 and recall the prediction is high for positive as compared to negative and neutral. 
From the above confusion matrix table, it is shown clearly that out of 1464 records 924 are 
positive 238 records are negative 302 records are neutral and all these are actual values. 
The Naïve Bayes model predicted 1351 true values for positive, 59 for negative, and 54 for 
neutral. 
 

 



Gradient Boost: 
 

Recommendations Precision  Recall F1-Score Support 

Positive predictions  0.73 0.96 0.83 924 

Negative predictions  0.73 0.58 0.65 238 

Neutral prediction 0.73 0.12 0.21 302 

Weighted Average 0.73 0.73 0.67 1464 

 

Table 5. 4 Gradient Boost result 

Accuracy: 0.72 
 
Confusion matrix: 

 
Figure 5. 4 Confusion matrix of Gradient Boost 

 
 
For Gradient Boost model the accuracy rate is 72% which is the good performance of the 
model. As the Precision score is high for positive, negative and neutral prediction whereas for 
F1 and recall the prediction is high for positive as compared to negative and neutral. 
From the above confusion matrix table, it is shown clearly that out of 1464 records 924 are 
positive 238 records are negative 302 records are neutral and all these are actual values. 
The Gradient Boost model predicted 1226 true values for positive, 189 for negative, and 49 
for neutral. 
 
 
 
 
 



Random Forest: 
 

Recommendations Precision  Recall F1-Score Support 

Positive predictions  0.80 0.94 0.86 924 

Negative predictions  0.78 0.57 0.66 238 

Neutral prediction 0.67 0.46 0.55 302 

Weighted Average 0.77 0.78 0.76 1464 

 

Table 5. 5 Random Forest result 

Accuracy: 0.77 
 
Confusion Matrix: 
 

 
Figure 5. 5 Confusion matrix of Random Forest 

 
 
For Random Forest the accuracy rate is 77% which is one of the best performances that have 

been achieved compared to all traditional models used. The precision, Recall and F1 score 

scores are high for positive prediction compared to negative and neutral. 

The confusion matrix table for Support vector machine states that among 1464 records 924 
are positive 238 records are negative 302 records are neutral and all these are actual values. 
The Random Forest model predicted 1084 true values for positive, 173 for negative, and 207 

for neutral. 

 
 
 



Word2vec  
Long Short-term Memory (LSTM): 
 

Recommendations Precision  Recall F1-Score Support 

Positive predictions  0.90 0.85 0.87 974 

Negative predictions  0.63 0.71 0.66 211 

Neutral prediction 0.54 0.58 0.56 279 

Weighted Average 0.79 0.78 0.78 1464 

 

Table 5. 6 LSTM for Word2vec result 

Accuracy:0.78 
 
Confusion matrix: 
 

 
Figure 5. 6 Confusion matrix of LSTM using Word2vec 

 
 
The Word2vec for LSTM has the accuracy rate of 78% which has performed the best. The 

precision, Recall and F1 score scores are high for positive prediction compared to negative 

and neutral. 

The confusion matrix table for LSTM states that among 1464 records 974 are positive 211 
records are negative 279 records are neutral and all these are actual values. 
The LSTM (Long short-term memory) model predicted 924 true values for positive, 238 for 
negative, and 302 for neutral. 
 

 



Convolution neural network (CNN): 
 

Recommendations Precision  Recall F1-Score Support 

Positive predictions  0.89 0.82 0.85 1012 

Negative predictions  0.65 0.63 0.64 245 

Neutral prediction 0.41 0.60 0.49 207 

Weighted Average 0.78 0.75 0.77 1464 

 

Table 5. 7 CNN for Word2vec result 

 
Accuracy: 0.75 
 
Confusion matrix: 
 

 
Figure 5. 7 Confusion matrix of CNN using Word2vec 

 
The Word2vec for CNN has the accuracy rate of 75% which has performed good so for. The 

precision, Recall and F1 score scores are high for positive prediction compared to negative 

and neutral. 

The table of confusion matrix for CNN states that among 1464 records 1012 are positive 245 
records are negative 207 records are neutral and all these are actual values. 
The CNN model predicted 924 true values for positive, 238 for negative, and 302 for neutral. 
 
 
 
 
 



Glove vector  
Long Short-term memory (LSTM): 
 

Recommendations Precision  Recall F1-Score Support 

Positive predictions  0.94 0.82 0.88 1059 

Negative predictions  0.41 0.72 0.52 172 

Neutral prediction 0.72 0.73 0.73 233 

Weighted Average 0.85 0.80 0.81 1464 

 

Table 5. 8 LSTM for Glove vector result 

Accuracy: 0.79 
 
Confusion matrix: 

 
Figure 5. 8 Confusion matrix of LSTM using Glove vector 

 
 
The Glove vector for deep learning model LSTM has the accuracy rate of 79% which has 

performed the best. The precision, Recall and F1 score scores are high for positive prediction 

compared to negative and neutral. 

The table for confusion matrix for LSTM states that among 1464 records 1059 are positive 172 
records are negative 233 records are neutral and all these are actual values. 
The LSTM (Long short-term memory) model predicted 924 true values for positive, 302 for 
negative, and 238 for neutral. 
 
 



Convolution neural network (CNN): 
 

Recommendations Precision  Recall F1-Score Support 

Positive predictions  0.84 0.85 0.85 915 

Negative predictions  0.60 0.53 0.56 341 

Neutral prediction 0.61 0.70 0.65 208 

Weighted Average 0.75 0.76 0.75 1464 

 

Table 5. 9 CNN for Glove vector result 

Accuracy= 0.75 
 
Confusion matrix 
 

 
Figure 5. 9 Confusion matrix of CNN using Glove vector 

 
The Glove vector for CNN has the accuracy rate of 75% which has performed good so for. The 

precision, Recall and F1 score scores are high for positive prediction compared to negative 

and neutral. 

The table of confusion matrix for CNN states that among 1464 records 915 are positive 341 
records are negative 208 records are neutral and all these are actual values. 
The CNN model predicted 924 true values for positive, 302 for negative, and 238 for neutral. 
 
 
 
 
 



5.2 Discussion 

 

 
Figure 5. 10 Visualization graph for Traditional ML and Deep learning models 

 
The above visualization graph shows the comparison between the traditional machine 
learning models and deep learning techniques. Where the accuracy is compared between the 
two traditional and deep learning, as there is a detailed view that traditional machine learning 
models named Support vector machine and Random Forest has performed the highest 
accuracy whereas in deep learning LSTM (Long short-term memory) and CNN (Convolution 
neural network) in Word2vec and Glove vector has almost the same accuracy range.  
The accuracy range of the Support vector machine and Random Forest is 77%, whereas the 
Deep learning approach (LSTM) has 79% and CNN has 75% of accuracy using the glove vector 
and using Word2vec 78% of accuracy in LSTM and 75% in CNN.  
Though traditional models like Support vector machine and Random Forest gives the highest 
accuracy range, it cannot be used on larger datasets, and though this paper deals with the 
limited amount of data in the future, it cannot be used for larger datasets as SVM (Support 
vector machine) is a data classification technique. In spite of its high classification accuracy 
and theoretical foundations, SVM is not used for the classification of large datasets because 
the training complexity of SVM depends on the dataset size. The SVM will underperform when 
the number of features for each data point exceeds the number of training data samples. 
Nevertheless, deep learning deals with large data, so LSTM (Long short-term memory) and 
CNN (Convolution neural network) are chosen for this research. These models perform well 
in smaller datasets and predict the best outcome. 
 
 
 



Limitations:  
The limitations of this research are that it deals with the small number of records and online 
complier with limited resources is used to run the models. Word2vec deals with the words in 
its dictionary and anything out of the vocabulary cannot be handled by word2vec. A 
comparatively larger corpus is required (especially if using skip-gram). In comparison, the 
glove vector is a global vector that consumes high memory and cannot solve the problem of 
polysemous words (similar words). The performance is compared among the models is 
compared by train and test data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER 6 – CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
As per the observation, it can be concluded that sentiment analysis performed on airlines 
data using different ensemble modelling techniques and neural networks can be used on 
Twitter data for prediction of the sentiments. In this study, aspect-based sentiment analysis 
was used. The tweets provided were words, emotions, URLs, hashtags, user mentions, and 
symbols. Before training, data pre-processing of tweets is done to make them suitable for 
fitting into models. Implementing several traditional machine learning algorithms like Logistic 
regression, Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, Gradient boost, Support vector machine, and deep 
learning techniques like LSTM (a subpart of RNN) and CNN neural networks are used to 
classify the polarity of tweets. Two types of embedding matrices are used in the deep learning 
technique to classify the models, namely Word2vec and Glove vector, to improve the 
performance of the models. Neural network performance is better compared to traditional 
machine learning classifiers.  
 
As per the observation, the best results are obtained in LSTM, where the model achieved an 
accuracy of 79%, and CNN performed a 75% accuracy score. However, machine learning 
classifiers also performed well though these models cannot fit this approach. 
 
Future Work 
Future work includes that the models might perform better by training them with a huge 
amount of data, which includes not only working with single language tweets but can also 
handle how to deal with multiple languages. Since there are so many countries worldwide 
and people use different languages to tweet their emotions and opinions, it should not be 
complex to detect the generated data. Different classifiers and neural networks should be 
trained to get the best accuracy. By considering LSTM architecture which gives the highest 
performance rate for larger datasets where it is difficult for ensemble models to generate the 
highest accuracy as these models deals with a small amount of data. In addition, we will 
investigate using the distant training approach described to train the word embeddings to 
reflect the sentiment polarity of the words.  
H2O deep learning can also be used in future and depending on different input parameters 
the accuracy is calculated. 
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APPENDICES 

This document will guide you through the contents of the Artifacts and the necessary steps 
to implement the Python code for dissertation project titled “Comparative study of 
Traditional and Deep Learning algorithms on Social Media using Sentiment Analysis”. 

Contents of the Artifacts 
 
Raw files 
Tweets.csv: The primary dataset used for this research. 
glove.6B.100d.txt: Contains information of glove vector 
 
Python code 
Traditional ML models.ipynb 
Deep learning using Word2vector.ipynb 
Deep learning using glove vector.ipynb 
EDA_Twitter.ipynb 
 
Rapid miner results: Twitter.zip 
 
Readme: Explains the contents of the Artifacts, how to implement the code 
on Google Collab. 
 
 
Please refer to the readme file attached along with the Artifacts to understand how the 

code is implemented in Google Collab. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



LIST OF ABBREVATIONS 
 

LSTM – Long short-term memory 

CNN – Convolution neural network 

RNN – Recurrent neural network 

SVM – Support vector machine 

GB – Gradient Boost 

GV – Glove vector  

CRISP-DM – Cross Industry standard Process for Data Mining 

TF – Term frequency 

IDF – Inverse document frequency 
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